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Abstrat
We study the Langevin dynamis of a two-dimensional disrete osillator hain absorbed on a
periodi substrate and subjeted to an external loalized point fore. Going beyond the ommonly
used harmoni bead-spring model, we onsider a nonlinear Morse interation between the next-
nearest-neighbors. We fous interest on the ativation of direted motion instigated by thermal
utuations and the loalized point fore. In this ontext the loal transition states are identied
and the orresponding ativation energies are alulated. As a novel feature it is found that the
transport of the hain in point fore diretion is determined by stepwise esapes of a single unit or
segments of the hain due to the existene of multiple loally stable attrators. The non-vanishing
net urrent of the hain is quantitatively assessed by the value of the mobility of the enter of
mass. It turns out that the latter as a funtion of the ratio of the ompeting length sales of the
system, that is the period of the substrate potential and the equilibrium distane between two hain
units, shows a resonane behavior. More preisely there exist a set of optimal parameter values
maximizing the mobility. Interestingly, the phenomenon of negative resistane is found, i.e. the
mobility possesses a minimum at a nite value of the strength of the thermal utuations for a
given overritial external driving fore.
PACS numbers: 05.40.-a, 05.60.-k, 05.45.-a, 36.40.Sx
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I. INTRODUCTION
Transport phenomena play a fundamental role in many physial systems. For systems that
evolve in an external potential whih possesses metastable states the thermally ativated
esape over potential barriers, as the preondition for transport, is the mostly studied sit-
uation. The related esape problem, often referred to as the Kramers problem [1℄, has
been reviewed e.g. in [2℄. Due to its ubiquity and simpliity a spatially periodi potential
is employed in a number of appliations inluding Josephson tunneling juntions [3, 4, 5℄,
phase-loked loops [6℄, rotation of dipoles, harge-density wave [7℄, disloation [8℄, diusion
of atoms and moleules on rystal surfaes [9℄, biophysial proesses suh as neural ativity
and intraellular transport [10, 11, 12℄. Exat expressions for the harateristi quantities
of motion of one single Brownian partile like the net-urrent and the diusion oeient
are given in [11℄.
In the last deades, the interest in the theory of Brownian motion of interating partiles
[13, 14, 15, 16℄ has grown in several elds of siene. In this ontext the study of the
diusion proess [17, 18℄ and the mobility of strongly interating atoms subjeted to a
periodi potential and driven by an external fore is a rst step towards the understanding
of solid frition at the atomi level [19, 20℄. Reently some studies have onsidered the
transport of dimers in a one-dimensional (1D) washboard potential under the impat of
spatially uniform d and a fores [8, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25℄ whih are applied to all partiles.
A ompliated non-monotonous behavior of the mobility depending both on the external
driving and on the ratio between the ompeting length sales of the system is found. The
latter plays the role of an internal degree of freedom whih generates a rathet eet [26,
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32℄.
Partiularly in biophysial ontexts, the extension to oupled multi-dimensional systems,
e.g. the transport of long and exible polymers aross membranes [33, 34, 35℄ or DNA ele-
trophoresis [36, 37℄, has reently attrated onsiderable interest. Motivated by experimental
advanes in the manipulation and visualization of single polymers using optial [38℄ and
magneti [39℄ tweezers or sanning fore mirosopy [40℄ the external driving ating on the
system an also be modeled by an external point fore whih is applied at one single unit
[41, 42, 43℄.
In this paper we onsider the noise assisted transport of a two-dimensional (2D) disrete
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osillator hain onned onto a periodi substrate and subjeted to an external loalized
point fore. Our theoretial study is related to single-moleule experiments using sanning
fore mirosopes. In the ommonly used bead-spring model the next-nearest neighbors
are oupled harmonially. This assumption is valid only for small elongation from the
equilibrium distane. In order to take the nonlinear harater of the oupling into aount,
we introdue an interation potential of Morse-type whih allows bond rupture [44, 45℄.
Due to the imposed next-nearest neighbors oupling and the fat that the Morse interation
potential is rotationally symmetri all ongurations with the same distribution of distanes
between two oupled units possess the same amount of energy independent of the distribution
of the angles between two oupled onstituents of the hain. Therefore the bending rigidity
κ and the persistene length Lp = κ/T , respetively, are equal to zero. Sine the hain is
strethed during the motion as a result of applied external fores and the substrate potential
fore we an neglet exluded volume interations.
In our present study we fous interest on the impat of the ratio between the ompeting
length sales of the system and the external driving on the direted motion of the hain.
The latter is instigated by thermal utuations and quantitatively assessed by the mobility.
The main question is how both the spatially loalized driving and the nonlinear interation
potential between the many degrees of freedom inuene the mobility of the hain? More
preisely, under whih onditions diers the mobility of the onsidered system strongly from
the one for 1D dimer [8, 24℄ and does there exit sets of parameters for whih the latter
oinide?
This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we introdue the model. The transition state
ongurations are identied in Sec. III. Further, in Sec. IV we derive the saling behavior of
the ativation energy in the limit of weak oupling. The parameter values inuene on the
mobility is studied in Sec. V. We onlude with a summary and disussion of our results.
II. THE MODEL
We study a two-dimensional nonlinear oupled osillator hain onsisting of N partiles of
equal massm evolving in a 2D substrate under the inuene of an external d point fore with
magnitude F . The point fore is applied at one single onstituent at site n0. The oordinates
of the n-th unit,n = 1, . . . , N , in the x-y-plane are given by ~qn(t) = (xn(t), yn(t))
T
.
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Figure 1: (Color online) Shemati view on the potential landsape with a segment of the hain
inside. The parameter values are A = 1 and L = 2π.
The interation of the partiles with the substrate is modeled by the on-site potential
U(xn) =
A
2
(
1− cos
(
2π
L
xn
))
, (1)
with periodiity L, i.e. U(x + L) = U(x), and potential height A. Note that the on-site
potential is translational invariant in the y-diretion. The d point fore ating on the unit
at site n0 is introdued by the additional potential term
− F xn δn,n0 . (2)
A segment of the two-dimensional periodi on-site potential U(xn) and the position of the
hain is depited in Fig. 1.
Eah partile is onneted to its two next-nearest-neighbors by nonlinear springs desribed
by the Morse potential [46℄
W (rn+1,n) = D [1− exp (−α (rn+1,n − l0))]2 . (3)
The Eulidean distane between two units at site n and n + 1 is identied with rn+1,n =√
(xn+1 − xn)2 + (yn+1 − yn)2 and the parameter l0 denotes their equilibrium distane. The
dissoiation energy of a bond and the inverse range of the potential are determined by D
and α, respetively.
In the overdamped limit the inertia is omitted and the dynamis at nite temperature T
is desribed by the Langevin equation (LE)
γ ~˙qn = − 1
m
∇~qn{W (rn,n−1) +W (rn+1,n) + U(xn)− F xn δn,n0}+ ~ξn(t) . (4)
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Figure 2: (Color online) Morse potential W (r) for various inverse interation range α. The param-
eter values are D = 10 and l0 = 1.
Here γ is the visous frition oeient per unit mass.
For onvenient resaling we introdue suitable spae qsc = L/2π, energy Esc = A, and
time units tsc = mγ q
2
sc/Esc, respetively, and dene the dimensionless quantities
~q =
~q
qsc
, t =
t
tsc
, T =
kB T
Esc
, ~ξ(t) =
√
tsc ~ξ(t) ,
F =
qsc
Esc
F , D =
D
Esc
, α =α qsc , l =
l0
qsc
. (5)
Note that the new quantity l determines the ratio between the ompeting length sales of
the system l0/L. Below, we refer to l as the bond length and we omit the overbar in our
notation. Finally the dimensionless equations of motion read as
x˙n = − ∂ W (rn,n−1)
∂ rn,n−1
∂ rn,n−1
∂ xn
− ∂ W (rn+1,n)
∂ rn+1,n
∂ rn+1,n
∂ xn
−
− 1
2
sin (xn) + F δn,n0 + ξ
x
n(t) , (6a)
y˙n = − ∂ W (rn,n−1)
∂ rn,n−1
∂ rn,n−1
∂ yn
− ∂ W (rn+1,n)
∂ rn+1,n
∂ rn+1,n
∂ yn
+
+ ξyn(t) . (6b)
The stohasti fore
~ξn(t) represents random utuations stemming from the inuene
of the environment. The latter is Gaussian white noise with zero mean, 〈 ~ξn(t) 〉 = 0, and
autoorrelation funtion 〈 ξx,yi (t) ξx,yj (s) 〉 = 2 T δi,jδx,yδ(t− s).
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Throughout this work we impose open boundary ondition (OBC), i.e. x1−x0 = xN+1−
xN = 0 and y1 − y0 = yN+1 − yN = 0, and we use an odd number of units N . For the sake
of symmetry we x the pulled partile as the one situated at the enter of the hain, i.e.
n0 = (N + 1)/2. Without loss of generality we set γ, A and m equal to 1 and L = 2π for
the periodiity. Consequently the saling parameters equal qsc = Esc = tsc = 1.
We remark that the metastable (k even) and unstable (k odd) states of the on-site po-
tential, ∂U(xn)/∂xn = 0, are loated at
xkU = (−1)k arcsin (2F ) + k π , (7)
as a result of the external point fore. From this follows that in the limit of vanishing
oupling the pulled osillator annot be trapped by the on-site potential given in Eq. (1)
under any irumstanes for a tilt larger than the ritial value Fcr = 1/2. In order to
haraterize the relative strength of the interation potential versus the on-site potential,
we introdue the oupling strength K
K =
W ′′(r)|r=l
U ′′(xn)|xn=0
= 4Dα2 . (8)
Note that K depends quadratially on the inverse interation range α and linearly on the
dissoiation energy D.
III. TRANSITION STATE
In the following we fous our interest on the esape dynamis of the 2D oupled nonlinear
osillator hain from a metastable state over an energy barrier of the orresponding energy
hypersurfae. This progress requires the ativation energy Eact whih oinides with the
height of the energy barrier. We identify the transition state and study the dependene of
the assoiated ativation energy on the system parameters.
Aording to the lassial transition state theory [2, 47℄, transition states are speials
points in the 2N -dimensional phase spae. More preisely, a transition state {q†} is a
hyperboli xed point obtained from the stationary system of the deterministi dynamial
system given by Eq. (6) for {x˙n} = {y˙n} = 0. The orresponding Jaobian possesses at
least one real positive eigenvalues whih orresponds to the movement along the reation
oordinate. All other eigenvalues are negative. We apply a multi-dimensional root nding
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algorithm using the Newton-Raphson method to alulate the transition state from the
orresponding stationary system.
As a result of the onsidered overdamped dynamis of the system and the reetion of
the periodiity of the on-site potential U(xn) by the 2N-dimensional phase spae instead
of one global basin of attration, referred to as the running state, multiple loally stable
attrators exist [2, 10℄. Therefore the phase spae possesses many dierent transition states
whih an be either linked with one required unique ativation energy or dierent ones.
Sine the esape rate over an energy barrier Eact is assumed to be desribed by the Van't
Ho-Arrhenius law [2, 48℄, resc ∝ exp(−Eact/T ), we restrit our analytial onsideration of
possible esape proesses to senarios with low amount of ativation energy.
The energy of one onguration is determined by the energy funtional V ({q})
V ({q}) =
N∑
i=1
U(xi) +
N−1∑
i=1
W (ri,i+1)− F xn0 . (9)
Further, the ativation energy Eact is dened as the dierene between the energy of the
transition state onguration {q†} and the energy of the hain at the initial metastable state
{qmin}
Eact = V ({q†})− V
({qmin}) . (10)
Below, we disuss the numerially alulated results for the transition state onguration
(TSC) of the initial esape senario in whih only the pulled partile esapes from its initial
minima to the next well of the on-site potential in positive x-diretion. A sketh of this rst
esape senario is presented in Fig. 4(a) and is labeled by (1). The numerially alulated
TSC are depited in Fig. 3 for various values of the bond length l and for two dierent
oupling strengths K.
At rst glane, one an see that for l ≥ x1U , see Eq. (7), the esape proess is governed by
an individual esape of the pulled unit independent of the oupling strength. At the TSC
the n0−th osillator is always plaed at the top of the energy barrier loated at x1U while
all other units rest at the minimum of the on-site potential U(xn) without hanges of the
respetive bond length l.
For l < x1U and all values of the oupling strength K, the pulled partile is plaed beyond
the energy barrier of the on-site potential and its neighbors are elongated in x-diretion.
Aording to the deterministi part of the equations of motion Eq. (6b), the ondition
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Figure 3: (Color online) Prole of the transition state belonging to the 1st esape proess for
dierent values of bond length l and of inverse range parameters α. Only a segment of the hain is
shown. The dashed line represents the position of the energy barrier x1U of the pulled partile. The
remaining parameter values are N = 99, n0 = 50,D = 10, F/Fcr = 0.8, α = 0.1 (a), and α = 0.4
(b). The values of the oupling strength are K = 0.4 (a) and K = 6.4 (b).
{y˙n} = 0 is fullled either if the distane between two neighboring partiles equals the bond
length l or the displaement yn+1− yn is equal to zero. Sine the adopted distane between
two neighboring units at the TSC diers from the bond length due to the interation with
the substrate U ′(xn), the obtained strutures resemble the shape of very thin needles, i.e.
yn0±i−yn0 = 0. The observed reetion symmetry in y-diretion, |yn0+i−yn0| = |yn0−i−yn0 |,
results from the hoie of n0 at the entral site of the hain. Note that as a onsequene
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of the imposed open boundary onditions all units of the hain are elongated from their
starting equilibrium positions at the transition state onguration.
Comparing the obtained TSC for weak oupling in Fig. 3(a) and the ones for stronger
oupling in Fig. 3(b), one reognizes that with inreasing oupling the number of elongated
units involved in the transition state grows. In the ase of very weak oupling, the units of
the hain tend to diuse via individual steps. Despite that there result large elongations,
rn,n+1 ≫ l, during the proess the units remain bound to eah other. With further inreasing
value of oupling K the osillators move like a rigid unit with rn,n+1 ≃ l and thus display
organized olletive behavior reeted in synhronized esape.
Suh a dependene of the diusion type on the oupling strength is already experimentally
known [9, 49℄ and theoretial investigated [17, 18, 50℄ for dimers diusing on a surfae.
Nevertheless, due to the onsidered overdamped dynamis of the hain multiple loal
domains of attration exist for F/Fcr < 1. Hene, the transport of the hain in point fore
diretion is determined by stepwise esapes of single units or segments of the hain. These
stepwise rossings are onneted with ongurational hanges of the hain.
IV. TRUNCATED TRIMER MODEL AND SCALING BEHAVIOR OF THE AC-
TIVATION ENERGY
In the following, we study separately the saling behavior of the ativation energy for
dierent esape steps in order to assess the time sales of the latter. The harater-
isti time one partile needs to esape from x0 → x0 + 2π (x0 is one arbitrary ref-
erene point) is determined by the rst moment of the rst esape time distribution
Tesc = 〈 t(x0 → x0 + 2π) 〉 ∝ exp(Eact/T ) [2, 48℄. Further the average mean veloity of
every unit of the hain vi = 2π/Tesc is determined by Tesc.
A. First esape senario
We start with the rst esape senario. In the latter only the pulled partile esapes from
its initial minima to the next well of the on-site potential in positive x-diretion while
all other units remain lose to their starting position. In order to determine the saling
behavior of the ativation energy for the rst esape senario in the limit of weak oupling,
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K ≪ 1, we onsider a trunated one-dimensional trimer model. Aording to the TSC
presented in Fig. 3(a), the esape proess involves only three units for l < x1U . All other
units rest at the minimum of the on-site potential xn = 0 under maintenane of the bond
length l and hene do not ontribute energy to the ativation energy of the esape proess.
The ondition of stationarity in y-diretion {y˙n} = 0 is fullled by setting yn0 = yn0±1.
Sine we observed hairpin-like rossing ongurations in the simulations for non-vanishing
but suiently point fore magnitude F , we onsider only reetion symmetry TSC, i.e.
xn0+1 = xn0−1 and yn0+1 = yn0−1. For l < x
1
U , we an assume that the stationary TSC
is adopted when the pulled unit of the hain is situated lose to π and the value of the
oordinate xn0±1 is almost zero. Hene we put
xn0 =π + δxn0 , (11a)
xn0±1 =0 + δxn0±1 , (11b)
into the deterministi part of Eq. (6a) and solve the linearized system of equation {x˙n} = 0.
Despite that we onsider the weak oupling limit, K ≪ 1, further simpliations of the
system of equations by expanding the interation potential W (rn,n−1) up to the 2nd order
is not possible sine the bonds are strethed ,rn0,n0±1 ≫ l, at the TSC Fig. 3. Substituting
A(x) = 2Dα
(
e−α(x−l) − e−2α(x−l)) , (12)
B(x) = 2Dα2
(
e−α(x−l) − 2e−2α(x−l)) , (13)
we get
x†(1)n0 =π +
4B(π)F + 4A(π)− 2F
1 + 2B(π)
, (14a)
x
†(1)
n0±1
=
4B(π)F + 2A(π)
1 + 2B(π)
. (14b)
For the rst esape senario, the energy of the hain at the initial metastable state is
almost lose to V (1)
({qmin}) = 0.5 (1−√1− 4F 2 − 2F arcsin(2F )) regardless of the value
of the bond length. Using the expressions given in Eq. (14), we obtain the following saling
behavior of the ativation energy for the rst esape senario Eq. (10)
E
(1)
act ∝K
(
x1U − l −
√
x1U − l
)
(const− F ) , (15)
for K ≪ 1, l < x1U , and F/Fcr < 1. The numerial results for the ativation energy for the
rst esape senario and the analyti one are depited in Fig. 4(b) and labeled by (1). Both
results math very well.
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In the limit l ≥ x1U , the transition state onguration is always given by x†(1)n0 = x1U
and x
†(1)
n = 0 , ∀n 6= n0, with r†(1)n,n+1 = l regardless of the oupling strength. Then the
orresponding ativation energy attains the saturation value
Esatact =
√
1− 4F 2 + 2F arcsin(2F )− Fπ . (16)
One reognizes that the urve, label (1), of the ativation energy in Fig. 4(b) nally onverges
to the limit value Esatact represented by the horizontal dashed line.
B. Seond esape senario
In the seond esape senario the n0±1−th partiles esape from the rst well to the next
one while all other units remain lose to their starting position. This ase is skethed in
Fig. 4(a) and labeled by (2). The onguration of the hain at the initial metastable state
an be desribed by an eetive two partile problem. By using the following ansatz for the
position of the partiles
xn0 =2π + δxn0 , (17a)
xn0±1 =0 + δxn0±1 . (17b)
and solving again the linearized stationary system of equation, we get
xmin(2)n0 =2π +
4B(2π)F + 4A(2π)− 2F
6B(2π)− 1 , (18a)
x
min(2)
n0±1 =
4B(2π)F − 2A(2π)
6B(2π)− 1 . (18b)
The transition state onguration in the 2nd esape senario is determined by an eetive
three partile problem. For l < x2U − π, we assume that the stationary onguration is
adopted when the pulled unit is loated lose to 2π, its neighbors are loated at top of the
energy barrier, situated at π, and the n0±2−th partiles rest at the minimum of the starting
well. Hene we put
xn0 =2π + δxn0 , (19a)
xn0±1 = π + δxn0±1 , (19b)
xn0±2 =0 + δxn0±2 , (19)
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(a) Sketh of probable esape proesses
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Figure 4: (Color online) Ativation energy Eact as a funtion of the bond length l. The vertial
dashed line represents x1U and the horizontal dashed line E
sat
act given in Eq. (16). The labels relate
to the graphs of the ativation energy to the orresponding rst, seond and third esape senario
skethed in (a). Note that the saturation value Esatact attained by the ativation energies E
(1)
act and
E
(3)
act in the limit of large bond lengths lies above zero represented by the dotted line. The remaining
parameter values are N = 99, n0 = 50,D = 10, F/Fcr = 0.8, and α = 0.1.
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into the deterministi part of Eq. (6) and solve again the linearized system of equation under
the ondition {x˙n} = {y˙n} = 0. Finally we obtain for the orretion terms δxi the solutions
δx†(2)n0 =
(4A(π)− 2F )(1 + 2B(π)) + 8B(π)2 F
4B(π)2 + 2B(π)− 1 , (20a)
δx
†(2)
n0±1 =
2B(π)F +B(π) δx
†(2)
n0
1 + 2B(π)
, (20b)
δx
†(2)
n0±2 =F −
1
2
δx†(2)n0 + δx
†(2)
n0±1 . (20)
In Fig. 4(b), label (2), we depit the graphs showing the dependene of the ativation
energy on the bond length l for the 2nd esape proess. The theoretial result mathes
very well with the numeris for l . 2π. In partiular it has to be emphasized that the
position of the minimum of the ativation energy as a funtion of the bond length is very
well reprodued by the analyti expression given in Eq. (18) and (20). The analytial result
deviates from the numeris with further inreasing value of the bond length sine the theory
does not reprodue that the TSC is always given by x
†(2)
n0 = x
2
U , x
†(2)
n0±1 = π and x
†(2)
n = 0
with rn,n+1 = l for l ≥ x2U − π. In addition the ativation energy eventually attains the
saturation value E
(2)
act = 2 in limit of large bond lengths beause then the TSC is determined
by the given above xed onguration.
C. Third esape senario
At the end of the 2nd esape proess the pulled partile and its two neighbors are loated
in the same well of the on-site potential while all other onstituents of the hain remain in
the well behind Fig. 4(a). Therefore the situation for the pulled unit is similar to the initial
ondition in the rst esape proess and the irumstanes for its two neighbors resemble
the one at the beginning of the seond esape senario. Thereupon, either the n0±2−th
units esape like in the previously mentioned 2nd ase or the pulled partile esapes further
forward. The last ase is skethed in Fig. 4(a) and is labeled by (3). The dependene of
ativation energy on the bond length is depited in Fig. 4(b). The latter is similar to the
results for the 1st senario but is evidently shifted to higher energies due to the fat that
the bonds rn0±1,n0±2 are strethed during the esape proess whih is in ontrast to the 1st
ase. Furthermore it is shown that the ativation energy reahes the limit value Esatact not
until l ≫ x1U .
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To sum up, we have shown that in the limit of weak oupling, K ≪ 1, the esape behavior
of the hain is governed by onseutive individual esapes of single osillators. In the limit
of small bond length l ≪ x1U , the units of the hain esape forward in x-diretion by using
the esape senario (1) and (2). For larger values of the bond length, the 2nd and 3rd esape
senario are utilized by the units in an alternating manner. Notably the vital seond esape
senario, Sec. IVB, requests a higher amount of ativation energy ompared to the other
two senarios and hene governs the time sale of hain transport whih is reeted in the
mobility.
V. MOBILITY
Having studied the esape dynamis of the system whih is the preondition for transport,
in the following we fous our interest on the transport properties of a hain of interating
nonlinear overdamped Brownian partiles onned onto a periodi substrate. In the ase of
a hain driven by a d point fore oriented along a symmetry axis of a 2D substrate, the
stationary transport proeeds in fore diretion, whereas transverse diusion is not aeted
by the bias. When onsidering interating Brownian partiles, it is appropriate to study the
motion of their enter of mass (.o.m.). The position of the .o.m. in fore diretion at time
t is denoted by X(t). Referring to Eq. (6a), the LE reads as
X˙(t) = − 1
2N
N∑
i=1
sin (xi) +
F
N
+Q(t) . (21)
With the δ-orrelated Gaussian white noise Q(t) =
∑N
i ξ
x
i (t)/N . The nonlinear behavior
of X(t) results from the term FS =
∑N
i=1 sin (xi) /(2N) in Eq. (21). The latter an be
interpreted as an eetive sliding frition fore FS whih results from the interation of the
single units with the substrate U(xn). The motion of the hain is quantitatively assessed by
the net veloity of the .o.m. X(t)
vx ≡ lim
t→∞
〈X(t) 〉
t
, (22)
or, equivalently, by the related mobility
µx ≡ vx
F
. (23)
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In the absene of the on-site potential, the harateristi free net veloity is vfreex = F/N
whih is assoiated with the mobility of the hain is µ0 = 1/N . Below, the numerially
alulated results for the mobility µx are presented in units of the harateristi free mobility
µ0 and this is equivalent to express the net veloity vx in units of the harateristi free net
veloity vfreex , i.e. µx/µ0 = vx/v
free
x .
The system of oupled LE Eq. (6) has been integrated numerially through a seond-order
Heun stohasti solver sheme. Starting from a thermal equilibrated onguration in whih
all onstituents of the hain are loated near the bottom of one well of U(xn), the external
point fore has been applied at the n0-th unit at t0 = 0. The stohasti trajetories of the
onstituents have been integrated numerially from t0 with the time step ∆t = 10
−2 ≪ tchar
up to tend = 10
5
. The harateristi time tchar is given by the relaxation time for the
overdamped motion of one partile in the biased periodi potential U(xn) in the ase of
vanishing oupling tchar = 2/
√
1− 4F 2. Further average quantities have been obtained as
ensemble averages over 100 trajetories.
A. Role of the bond length
First we study the inuene of the internal degrees of freedom, viz. the bond length l, on the
mobility µx. In Sec. IVB we showed that in the limit of weak oupling the esape rate resc
and the mean rst esape time Tesc of the dominating seond esape proess, respetively,
exhibits a resonane behavior as a funtion of the bond length. Due to the fat that esape
of the units of the hain is neessary for transport of the hain, we expet to observe a
harateristi dependene of the veloity of the system on the bond length.
Several authors [8, 24℄ have shown that the transport of an underdamped 1D dimer system
in a periodi potential strongly depends on its bond length l. In partiular, it was found
that the mobility µx(l) is a reetion symmetri funtion whih attains its maximum value
at l ≈ (2 k + 1)π , k ∈ Z, and varies periodially with mod(2π) regardless of the oupling
strength and fore magnitude F [8, 24℄.
Interestingly, it turns out that the mobility of the 2D disrete nonlinear oupled osil-
lator hain shows a resonane behavior as a funtion of the bond length l with one single
maximum within a period of the substrate potential. This means there exist a set of opti-
mal parameter values maximizing the mobility and optimizing the transport properties of
15
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Figure 5: (Color online) C.o.m. mobility versus the bond length l (a) and the mobility versus the
mean distane 〈 r 〉 (b) for dierent values of the inverse interation range α as indiated in the
plot and with the relation in Eq. (8) the values of the assigned oupling strength K are 0.4, 3.6, 10,
and 32.4. The horizontal solid line represents the value of µx of one single overdamped Brownian
partile. The remaining parameter values are N = 9, n0 = 5,D = 10, F/Fcr = 0.8, and T = 0.1.
the system, respetively. Further the mobility as a funtion of system parameter exhibits
properties whih oinide with the results presented in [8, 24℄ but also shows several new
phenomena.
Let us rst have a look on the inuene of the oupling strength K on the mobility as a
funtion of the bond length. In Fig. 5(a) the numerial results for the mobility versus the
bond length l for various values of α are depited. We remind that the inverse interation
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range α and the oupling strength K are related aording to Eq. (8). It turns out that
there exist a nite interval of the bond lengths, llowc < l < l
up
c , in whih transloation
ours. Further it is reognizable that with inreasing oupling strength K the lower limit
llowc approahes from below the position of the unstable state of the on-site potential x
1
U ,
see Eq. (7). This is in ompliane with the results presented in Sec. IVA sine for l ≥ x1U
the ativation energy of the rst esape senario is determined by the saturation value Esatact
Eq. (16) whih is independent of the oupling strength K. In ontrast in the range l < x1U ,
the number of units partiipating in the rst esape event, and therewith onneted the
ativation energy, grows with inreasing oupling strength. Hene the mean rst esape
time Tesc ∝ exp(E(1)act/T ) inreases with the value of K and thus the mobility goes to zero in
the limitK →∞. The upper limit lupc turns out to be independent of the oupling strength.
Hene the larger the value of K the narrower is the interval of the bond lengths where the
hain is mobile for a given F and T .
In addition, it is shown that the mobility grows monotonially with inreasing value of
l from llowc till the bond length is equal to lpeak, where the mobility possesses its maximal
value µmaxx . With upon growing bond length, l > lpeak, the mobility deays till l ≤ lupc . It
turns out that the value of lpeak depends on the oupling strength K. In the ase of weak
oupling, K < 1, the position lpeak is left from π whih is in ontrast to the results obtained
for the 1D underdamped dimer [8, 24℄. With inreasing oupling strength K the position
lpeak approahes from below π.
Further it is demonstrated that the peak height of the mobility µmaxx inreases with the
oupling strength till K reahes the value Kcr. For K > Kcr, the maximum value of the
mobility remains almost onstant upon hanging K for a given value of F and T . Note that
the shape of the mobility graph is asymmetri with respet to lpeak whih is in ontrast to
the results obtained for the 1D underdamped dimer [8, 24℄.
Furthermore, the mobility of one single overdamped Brownian partile an be alulated
by means of the Stratonovih formula [16, 51℄. Comparing the mobility of a monomer,
represented by the horizontal solid line in Fig. 5(a), with the presented maximum values of
µx(l), one onludes that the response of the extended 2D hain to the external driving is
less than the one of the monomer. But in the limit of strong oupling both responses nearly
oinide. This indiates that the hain onsisting of nonlinear oupled osillator synhronizes
and thus behaves like one heavy Brownian partile with mass N .
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Due to the mutual impat of stohasti fores, the point fore and the interation with the
substrate the bonds of the hain experiene dynamial alterations. Therefore the adopted
distane between two adjaent units mostly diers from the bond length l during the mo-
tion of the hain. To gain more insight, we disuss the mobility versus the mean dis-
tane 〈 r 〉 between two neighboring units in the long time limit averaged over all sites
〈 r 〉 = limt→∞
∑N−1
i=1 〈 ri,i+1(t) 〉/(N − 1). In Fig. 5(b) the numerial results for the .o.m.
mobility µx versus 〈 r 〉 for various oupling strengths are presented. In ontrast to the
results shown in Fig. 5(a), the mobility always reahes the maximal value at 〈 r 〉peak = π
regardless of the value of K. Assuming that the position of a partile xi+1 = xi+ 〈 r 〉 an be
desribed by means of the averaged distane between two units, one nds that for 〈 r 〉 = π
the eetive sliding frition fore FS, see Eq. (21), possesses its minimum value and thus the
mobility reahes its maximum value.
Subsequently we study the inuene of the point fore magnitude F on the mobility µx
for given oupling strength and temperature. The results are presented in Fig. 6. It is shown
that the value of the lower limit value llowc is strongly inuened by the point fore magnitude
F , more preisely the larger the value of F the less is the value of llowc . Referring to the
saling behavior of E
(1)
act given in Eq. (15), the ativation energy of the rst esape proess
dereases linearly with the value of F for a given bond length l. Hene, the lower limit value
llowc goes to zero for F/Fcr → 1. In ontrast, it turns out that the upper limit value lupc is
not inuened by the point fore magnitude F . Thus the region where the mobility diers
signiantly from zero strongly depends on F . Similar to the previously disussed results,
we nd that the adopted mean distane at the maximum value of the mobility 〈 r 〉peak is
equal to π. (The orresponding panel is not presented.) Sine the deviation of the bond
length l from 〈 r 〉 grows with inreasing value of F , one noties that the value of lpeak gets
smaller when enlarging the point fore magnitudes F . In addition the orresponding peak
height inreases monotonially with the point fore magnitude F .
Finally, we present the results for the impat of the temperature T on the mobility in
Fig. 7. For low temperature, ratios of l/2π exist where esape and therefore transloation is
impossible. Upon inreasing T , the region around l ≈ π, where the mobility of the hain is
signiantly dierent from zero, beomes broader. Eventually for high enough T , the hain
is onsiderably mobile for all values of l. In addition, it is illustrated that the peak height
at lpeak inreases monotonially with T , remaining always smaller than µ0.
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Figure 6: (Color online) C.o.m. mobility versus the bond length for dierent values of the point
fore magnitude F . Parameters values are N = 9, n0 = 5,D = 10, α = 0.1, and T = 0.1.
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Figure 7: (Color online) C.o.m mobility versus the bond length l for dierent values of the temper-
ature T . The remaining parameter values are N = 9, n0 = 5,D = 10, α = 0.5, and F/Fcr = 0.8.
In Fig. 7 the inuene of the bond length on the mobility for a broader interval of values
of l is depited. It is shown that µx varies periodially with mod(2π). As a novel feature it
is found that the peak height at lpeak dereases upon inreasing bond length l. This eet
is independent of the value of the remaining system parameters. As pointed out in Sec. IV,
the sequene of ourring esape proesses depends on the value of l. For l+n2π, l ∈ [0, 2π],
the esape rate resc of the rst n esape proesses is determined by resc ∝ exp(−Esatact/T )
where Esatact is given in Eq. (16). After the time t1 = nT ≈ n exp(Esatact/T ) the subsequent
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esape proesses are similar to the rst and seond esape senario respetively for l ∈ [0, 2π].
Then the system needs the time t2 ≈ n (exp(E(1)act(l)/T )+exp(E(2)act(l)/T )) till the next esape
proess ours similar to the one that has taken plae before for l ∈ [0, 2π]. Sine the mean
time till the osillator esapes, utilizing the 2nd esape senario, inreases with the bond
length l the peak height at lpeak dereases with the latter.
B. Loked-running transition
Now we study the impat of the point fore magnitude F on the mobility for a xed value
of the bond length. In the ase of one single overdamped Brownian partile, µx and F are
onneted by the Stratonovih formula [16, 51℄. A loked-running transition of the system
ours if F > Fd with the depinning fore Fd. The latter is dened in suh a way that a
small hange of the external driving strength F = Fd + ε, ε ≪ 1, results in a signiant
enhanement of the mobility.
In Fig. 8 the dependene of µx on F is presented for dierent temperatures T . The value
of the bond length is xed at l = 3.1 a value for whih the hain is onsiderably mobile
regardless of the oupling strength K. In general, sine one annot nd a preferential dire-
tion of the random Brownian motion in a spatially periodi potential at thermal equilibrium
[52℄ the veloity vx attains the smallest value for F = 0 independent of the value of T .
The ourrene of a direted motion vx 6= 0 would be in ontradition to the seond law
of thermodynamis. Note that for F = 0 the mobility is not dened, see Eq. (23). With
further inreasing value of F the mobility grows monotonially and nally goes to µ0 in the
limit F →∞.
From Fig. 8 we dedue that the value of the depinning fore Fd goes to zero with inreasing
temperature T . In partiular for T = 0.25, the mobility attains a non-zero value regardless
of F . For a suiently weak point fore magnitude, F/Fcr < 1, the mobility inreases for
stronger thermal utuations, that is higher temperatures. In this parameter region the
motion of the hain is mainly instigated by the thermal utuations. Additionally, it turns
out that in the limit of overritial external driving, F/Fcr ≫ 1, the slope of the mobility as a
funtion of the point fore dereases for higher temperatures, i.e. we observe a noise-indued
suppression of the mobility.
Sine the esape rate and therewith onneted the mobility inreases with growing value
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of the temperature aording to the Arrhenius-Van't Ho law, the observed result seems
to be ounter-intuitive. By applying the point fore at the n0-th unit, its eetive energy
landsape hanges. The motion of the partiles, whih are lose to the pulled one, proeeds
preferably in point fore diretion due to the lower energy barrier. The situation for units
loated nearby the endings of the hain is dierent. Due to the symmetry of the on-site
potential the probabilities, respetively, the rates to esape forward or bakward are equal.
Hene it is possible that single units or a segment of the hain esape in diretion opposite
to the one determined by the point fore. Due to the fat that the mean time whih the
enter of mass needs to move forward a ertain distane grows with inreasing value of T ,
the eetive .o.m. veloity in fore diretion beomes lower.
Finally we study the dependene of the mobility on temperature for ertain xed point
fore magnitudes F . The results are presented in Fig. 9. In the limit of small values of F ,
F/Fcr ≤ 1, the motion of the hain is instigated by thermal utuations and thus the .o.m.
mobility µx strongly depends on the temperature T . For T = 0 the mobility is equal to zero.
With further inreasing value of the temperature T the mobility µx grows slightly linear.
In ontrast in the limit of a suiently strong external driving, F/Fcr ≫ 1, the motion
of the hain is purely indued by the external point fore F and thus µx 6= 0 for T = 0.
Upon inreasing the temperature the mobility dereases and nally reahes a minimum at
a nite temperature. By further enhaning the strength of the thermal utuation T , µx
grows slightly linear regardless of the point fore magnitude. This phenomenon is alled
negative resistane [53, 54, 55℄. Comparing the urves for F/Fcr = 1.5 and F/Fcr = 2, it
turns out that the value of the ritial temperature depends on the point fore magnitude,
more preisely, the latter is shifted to higher values for stronger point fore magnitudes F .
VI. SUMMARY
In summary, we have onsidered the thermal ativated motion of an extended two-
dimensional disrete osillator hain absorbed on a periodially strutured substrate under
the inuene of a loalized point fore. Attention has been paid to the esape dynamis of
the hain from the metastable states of the substrate potential whih is aomplished by
the adaption of kink-like exitations  also referred to as the transition state. The shape
of the latter and the orresponding ativation energies have been alulated. Due to the
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Figure 8: (Color online) C.o.m. mobility versus point fore magnitude F for dierent temperatures
T . The remaining parameters values are N = 9, n0 = 5,D = 10, α = 0.5, and l = 3.1.
Figure 9: (Color online) C.o.m. mobility versus temperatures T for various point fore magnitudes
F . For the sake of larity there is a break in the y-axes. Note that the urve for F/Fcr = 1,
represented by the solid line, is a monotonially inreasing funtion of the temperature T . The
remaining parameter values are N = 9, n0 = 5,D = 10, α = 0.5, and l = 3.1.
fat that the bending rigidity is equal to zero, the obtained transition strutures resemble
the shape of very thin needles. As a novel feature we have found that the transport of the
hain in point fore diretion is determined by stepwise esapes of a single unit or segments
of the hain due to the existene of multiple loally stable attrators. In the limit of strong
oupling, K ≫ 1, the units exhibit an organized olletive behavior and the hain esapes
like a rigid unit from one domain of attration to the subsequent one. In ontrast for weak
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oupling, K ≪ 1, it has been found that the esape behavior of the hain is governed by on-
seutive individual esape steps of single osillators. Therefore, we have identied the rst
three possible esape senarios with the lowest amount of ativation energy. Interestingly,
it has been shown that the vital seond esape senario, whih requests a higher amount
of ativation energy ompared to the other two senarios and thus governs the time sale
it takes for the hain to be transported by one period of the substrate potential, possesses
a minimum at a ertain value of the bond length l. From this follows that for unfavorable
ratios of the bond length the esape will be highly improbable while other ratios will bear
good onditions for the hain to esape. The ompliated dependene of the ativation en-
ergy, respetively, of the esape rate on the bond length is reeted in a non-monotonous
behavior of the enter of mass mobility. The latter exhibits features whih previously have
been found in models onsidering one harmonially oupled one-dimensional dimer [8, 24℄,
viz. the mobility reets the periodiity of the substrate potential and the latter reahes
its maximum value if and only if the mean distane between the two oupled units equals
an odd integer number times the value of the half periodiity of the periodi potential. In
omparison we have presented several new transport phenomena. For suiently weak ex-
ternal driving, F/Fcr < 1, the mobility shows a resonane behavior as a funtion of the
bond length l with one single maximum within eah period of the substrate potential whose
position lpeak depends on all system parameters. In general it turned out that the mobility
attains its maximum value if and only if the mean distane 〈 r 〉 between the oupled units
equals 〈 r 〉peak = (2k + 1)π, k ∈ Z. The onnetion between lpeak and 〈 r 〉peak is determined
by the interplay of dierent ating fores. Further we have shown that the maximal value of
the mobility µmaxx at lpeak deays upon inreasing bond length. Lastly, the role of the ther-
mal utuations and the external driving played for the ativated motion of the hain has
been onsidered. While it has been found that for suiently weak point fore magnitude
the mobility grows monotonially with inreasing temperature, for a given overritial ex-
ternal driving fore the phenomenon of negative resistane has been found, i.e. the mobility
possesses a minimum at a nite value of the strength of the thermal utuations.
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